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Oggetto: Manifestazione Interesse
Mittente: Roberto Albergoni <robertoalbergoni@manifesta.org>
Data: 21/06/2016 17:03
A: segreteria@avvocatipalermo.it

Al Presidente dell'Ordine degli Avvoca
di Palermo

A causa di un refuso nel testo si invia nuovamente la mail.

Gen le Presidente,
La Fondazione Manifesta 12 Palermo, cos tuita dal Comune di Palermo nel Novembre 2015, ha pubblicato sul proprio sito
www.manifesta12.org un avviso pubblico ﬁnalizzato all'individuazione di un Avvocato (Civilista - Amministra vista)
con il quale deﬁnire un contra-o di consulenza.
Al ﬁne di garan re la più ampia pubblicità del sudde-o avviso si chiede di volere dare diﬀusione allo stesso tra gli iscri1 a codesto spe-abile
Ordine.
Dis n salu
Roberto Albergoni

Roberto Albergoni

Manifesta 12 Project Manager
Manifesta Foundation Head Office
Herengracht 474, 1017CA Amsterdam
the Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0) 20 672 14 35
www.manifesta.org

This e-mail and any attachments are confidential and intended only for the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient,
please inform the sender as soon as possible and delete this email and any attachments from your system. The Manifesta
Foundation cannot accept any responsibility for the complete and correct electronic transmission of the contents of the
e- mail or for the time of its arrival. No rights may be derived from this e-mail.
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Legal Consultant

Expression of Interest
FM12 is a private foundation set up by the Municipality of Palermo to realize Manifesta 12, the European
Biennial of Contemporary art in 2018.
This Foundation is seeking a legal consultant. Professionals interested in the position have to meet the legal
requirements and prove to be specifically experienced in assisting private and public cultural foundations or
similar entities that operate in the dissemination of the arts, culture, music, and show business. The
consultant will sign a fixed-term contract.
The recruited expert shall advise the Foundation in all the legal aspects of its activities and particularly to
assist the Foundation in the predisposition of the inside rules in subject of transparency, anticorruption,
acquisition of goods and services, recruitment of the personnel and experts, issues related to labour law and
labour relations as well as to the definition of schemes of contract for the different typologies of interest of the
Foundation. The Foundation reserves the right to amend/integrate the contract to meet any needs it may
have with due regard to the rights of the employee.

The minimum conditions required to apply for the position are:
- EU citizenship;
- Full civil and political rights;
- University degree;
- Registration with the Italian bar of lawyers (Albo degli Avvocati);
- Good knowledge of Italian and English.

Preference will go to applicants having the following qualifications:
- At least three years of experience as a consultant for public/private complex entities, agencies, or
foundations;
- At least three years of experience as a consultant for companies/entities operating in the art or cultural
sector.
- Good expertise in digital management systems.

The application form shall include:
- Application form attached to this call;
- CV;

All the required documents must be sent by certified e-mail (PEC) to the following address:
th
manifesta12@pec.it no later than the 30 of June 2016 at midnight.

The selection procedures are available in the website.

Palermo, 20 June 2016

